
 

 
Cardigan Welsh Corgi (standard effective 1/31/95) Breed Test 
This test is open book and consists of 25 questions.  All questions indicated by an * refer to 
disqualifications and an incorrect response to these questions will result in failure of the entire test.  
Answers will only be accepted on the answer sheet provided.  Do not return test, only the answer sheet. 

 1. The Cardigan Welsh Corgi gives the impression of being 

 A. capable of great 
endurance but not 
too much speed. 

 B. powerful.  C. coarse.  D. very refined. 

 2. Overall balance is more important than 

 A. complete dentition.  B. sturdy build.  C. absolute size.  D. desired 
proportions. 

 3. When measuring from the point of the breast bone to the rear of the hip and from the ground to the 
point of the withers, the ideal ratio is  

 A. 1.10:1.  B. 1.7:1  C. 1.9:1  D. 1.8:1 

 4. The ideal weight for a Cardigan Welsh Corgi is 

 A. males 31 to 38 lbs.; 
bitches 26 to 34 lbs. 

 B. males 30 to 38 lbs.; 
bitches 25 to 34 
lbs. 

 C. males 30 to 36 
lbs.; bitches 25 to 
33 lbs. 

 D. males 34 to 38 
lbs.; bitches 24 to 
34 lbs. 

 5. The head of the Cardigan Welsh Corgi is 

 A. refined in 
accordance with the 
sex and substance 
of the dog. 

 B. extremely large and 
heavy. 

 C. extremely small 
and fine. 

 D. moderately 
narrow between 
the ears. 

 6.  The standard states that the size of the eyes are 

 A. small to medium.  B. medium.  C. medium to large.  D. extra-large. 

 7. The ears are 

 A. small.  B. medium.  C. large.  D. pointed. 
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 8. The skull is 

 A. very domed.  B. moderately domed.  C. slightly domed.  D. flat between the 
ears. 

 9. The proportion of muzzle to skull is 

 A.  2 to 4 parts.  B. 3 to 5 parts.  C. 4 to 6 parts.  D. 3 1/2 to 5 1/2 
parts. 

 10. The preferred bite is 

 A. even.  B. overshot.  C. undershot.  D. scissors. 

 11. Which is correct regarding the body:  

 A. neck not well 
developed. 

 B. waist well defined.  C. loin is long.  D. topline sloping. 

 12. The chest is 

 A. narrow.  B. moderately broad.  C. without prominent 
breastbone. 

 D. broad. 

 13. The loin is 

 A. short.  B. wide.  C. well tucked up.  D. long. 
  

 14. Which of the following is true concerning the Cardigan Welsh Corgi Tail? 

 A. a high tail set is 
preferred. 

 B. tail is set fairly low 
on the body line 
reaching well 
below the hock. 

 C. the tail is carried 
level when 
standing or 
moving slowly, 
over the back at a 
dead run. 

 D. all of the above. 

 15. Shoulders 

 A. slope downward 
and outward from 
the withers. 

 B. slope inward from 
the withers. 

 C. are loaded.  D. are straight. 

 16. The shoulder blade is 

 A. short.  B. straight.  C. close to a right 
angle when 
meeting the upper 
arm. 

 D. medium in 
length. 
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 17. The Cardigan Welsh Corgi’s forefeet are  

 A. medium in size.  B. oval.  C. rounded and 
relatively large. 

 D. pointed straight 
ahead. 

 18. The outer hairs of the coat are 

 A. wiry.  B. curly.  C. slightly harsh.  D. silky. 

 19. Which should not be too severely penalized: 

 A. a distinctly long 
coat. 

 B. seasonal lack of 
undercoat. 

 C. a fluffy coat.  D. heavy trimming of 
coat. 

 20. The Cardigan Welsh Corgi’s coat is  

 A. distinct, long.  B. dense.  C. flat.  D. a single coat. 

 21. Which of the following is preferred: 

 A. red coat.  B. sable coat.  C. brindle coat.  D. there is no color 
preference. 

 22. In motion, the legs, when viewed from the front 

 A. move in exact 
parallel planes. 

 B. incline slightly 
inward. 

 C. incline slightly 
outward. 

 D. have a tendency 
to swing out. 

 23. Which of the following is an extremely serious fault: 

 A.  a distinctly fluffy 
coat. 

 B. a curly coat.  C. a silky coat.  D. a flat coat. 

   * 24. Which of the following is a disqualification: 

 A. height over 13 
inches. 

 B. undershot bite.  C. overshot bite.  D. drop ears. 

   *25. Which would disqualify: 

 A. black with brindle 
points. 

 B. blue merle.  C. white on head.  D. body color 
predominately 
white. 
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